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The general problems and oals of modern shell-model calculations are briefly re-
viewed. They are illustrated ‘%
How is the a”

i
alar

y the application to three questions current interest. (1)
momenttnn  in (I  ~~ucleus distributed between the orbital and the

intrinsic spin egrees of freedom? (2) What are the orbital occupations and spa&l
extent of the neutrons in nuclei near t,he “cutron  drip line? and (3) Can we understand
two-aeutrino  double beta decay in nuclei?

1. INTRODUCTION
It is a great pleasure for me to speak at this meeting in honor of Akito Arims,  which is

intended to look forward to the nuclear physics of the 1990’s. Akito introduced me to the
nuclear shell xnodel  at Stony Brook in the early 1970’s,  and my JSPS (Japan Society for the
Promotion of Science) fellowship~in 1974 enabled me to spend my first post-graduate year in

the A&m-ken  at the University of Tokyo. This was a very valuable experience for me both in
physics and culture. I have always appreciated Akito’s broad-ranging contributions to nuclear

theory and his emphasis on phenomenology.
The nuclear shell lnodel  has bee” extensively developed over the past 40 years **z. The

great simplifying feature of the shell model approach is that there are bunching6 of the orbits in
the single-particle potential’which  results in a few doubly closed-shell nuclear ground states,

.some regions of deformed ground and excited states, and some regions of superdeformed
excited states which can all be treated in zeroth  order aa a single Slater determinant. This

Sister  determinant serves M a “seed” for improving the wave functions for these au&i via
perturbation theory. Also, the low-lying states for nuclei in between these special cases can

be described in eeroth-order by the confyuratioas  possible from the valence orbit&.
In many current applications, for all, or a large subset of the nearly degenerate valence

configurations, the Hamiltonian  can be diagonalized  exactly. The spherical shell-model mea”
fieId  is used as r. basis for evaluating the matrix elements of the residual two-body interaction
between the valence particles. The wave functions resulting from such calculations can be

used to evaluate various quantities of experimental  interest. These quantities range from the
energies and J” values which result directly from the Han&o&n to those which involve

expectation values of a few nucleon creation. and annihilation operators. In this way the shell-
model wave functions provide & ge”eral  and complete way of relating a wide variety of nuclesr
data.

The quality of the wave  functions is usually judged first by the comparison of the en-
ergies and J” values to experimental data. Then other  data on “ucko”  transfer, electron
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